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Abstract
Alfréd Radok (1914– 1976) started his second term at the National Theatre 
(1954–1960) with two moderate productions, in which he, due to the 
Stalinist régime, suppressed his creative power. However, the following 
season Radok came with the production of Devil's Circle (1953), schematic 
play by Hedda Zinner about the Leipzig trial (1933), in which he found his 
essential topic – to grasp the Zeitgeist and manifest a universal mechanism 
of totalitarian power and trumped-up political trials. In this production, 
staged in the period of mild political “thaw”, Radok managed to bring back 
to the Czech theatre modern stage directing practices and re-established 
the position of stage director, which was reduced in the previous years by 
the dogmatic aesthetics of socialistic realism. 

The production of Devil's Circle (prem. December 21, 1955) at the Estates 
(then Tyl's) Theatre, warmly received by audience as well as critics, renewed 
and developed for that time unprecedented, though historically verified 
principles: imaginative, non-descriptive theatre with a meaningful overlap, 
strict approach to acting with an emphasis on realistic, civil-like expression, 
interpretation of dramatic sitution, intense work with set design (Josef 
Svoboda), semantic compression, refined metaphor, and the rhythm of  
play on all the levels.

Although Radok's Devil's Circle is considered a crucial work of art, there is 
no thorough analysis of the production which would tangibly demonstrate 
how it was made, why it was crucial for theatre, and what position it had in 
the context of Radok’s development of his own theatre language.

Thus, the thesis presents reconstruction and analysis of this key 
production, which is taken as a certain representative sample of extensive 
Radok's work. The presented work strives to provide a tangible and 
plastic insight that enables us to articulate Radok's stage practices and his 
thought process embodied in theatre. The analysis, based on the material 
research with a minimum of secondary resources, combines examination 
of elements (text, dramaturgical adaptation, acting, set design, rhythm) 
with a chronological reconstruction of individual scenes; the analysis is 
accompanied with the interpretation of period reception; perspectives of 
several phenomena of Radok's work are suggested. – The thesis examines 
following questions: How the director transformed the ideological drama 
into fascinating spectacle? How the stage and dramaturgical practices 
stimulated the provably sensed impression of resonance in its time? How 
Radok elaborated on – privately declared – the topic of political trials? 



Which stylistic elements and in which form were employed and how they 
were developed?

For modern Czech theatre, Devil's Circle was a monumental forerunner 
which foreshadowed following Radok's productions in 1957 (Leonov's Golden 
Chariot, Hellman's The Autumn Garden and Osborne's The Entertainer). It ran 
for four seasons  and proved to be a “ferocious and unscrupulous stimuli” 
for Otomar Krejča, Josef Svoboda and many others' work; as such, it paved 
the way for the cutting-edge theatre of the 1960s.
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